
Brexit planning and strategy
Our Brexit legal and regulatory toolkit 



We are advising our clients on their strategies in relation to Brexit and on a range of issues including:

 keeping up with Brexit developments - negotiations and progress to date including: information on timing for 
passing of key UK legislation, progress on the future relationship, negotiations with the WTO and with countries to 
roll over existing free trade agreements

advising on interim measures introduced by the UK Government

customs and trade issues - including: tariffs, customs processes, contractual documents and pass through 
arrangements and Rules of Origin

structural advice - ensuring business entities are fit for Brexit: this includes advising on UK legal entities that may not 
be recognised in some EU countries and could include moving assets and internal cross border mergers

contract risk - looking at the impact of Brexit on existing contracts, advising on how to deal with Brexit in new 
contracts and dealing with supply chain challenges and queries

 intellectual property protection - intellectual property protection: reviewing IP portfolios to ensure that protection 
remains robust and strategies remain appropriate

information and data privacy - considering which parts of clients’ operations may be affected by proposed changes 
and identifying personal data flows between Europe and the UK

labour law issues - looking at immigration/work permit/residency status/Tier 2 considerations, permanent 
establishment rights, right to work clauses, existing work force and potential restructuring around rightsizing to 
reflect the need to change the mix of workforces

regulatory and sector specific issues - advising on regulation, compliance and logistics 

tax, VAT and duties issues - advising on tax, VAT and duties issues 

communication strategy - to employees, customers, suppliers, regulators and stakeholders 
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Many of our clients’ boards and senior leadership teams are 
rightly focusing on Brexit and the impact it may have on their 
businesses, supply chains, employees and other stakeholders.
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If this is of interest to you we can set up a 
briefing call with our Brexit team.

Staying ahead of the game 
Top level recognition from the 
Legal 500 for our Brexit team


